The poem of Orpheus defamiliarizes, de-establishes fixed meanings, loosens the link between signifier and the signified and occupies a zonal territory between them. Therefore, it seems to be riddling or enigmatic for average people. Yet according to the Derveni author, Orpheus did not intend to use this technique for contentious purposes, that is, to show off in a rhetorical ἀγών. On the contrary, he wanted to say great things in riddles, that is, he tried to make the initiated, the μύσται, grasp the circumstances of nature and κόσμος (cf. col. VII). It is this hidden sense that the Derveni author wants to bring out by using hermeneutical methods. For him, everything boils down to a problem of language: people tend to err through incorrect nominations (ὁνόματα), since the language of φύσις or the gods is basically lost. However, φύσις and κόσμος speak for themselves. Human language, on the contrary, is not φύσις, but νόμῳ, by convention or θέσει. Yet some great poets and guru-prophets might still have access to pure φύσις and physical language. Through games of language, as well as textual and hermeneutical strategies, the true, mystic sense can be reinstalled.

Orpheus’ theogony is pure poetry, thus composed of ὀνόματα. According to the Derveni author, Orpheus’ poem pays credit to the taste of the masses, since they demand the existence of mythological figures. Popular myth emphasizes the birth, death, and succession of generations who are in power. For the masses, myth operates on the basis of purely anthropomor-
phous structures. Κόσμος is organized and explained by means of family analogies. Sexual intercourse, often familiar as with incest or exogamous, can explain the birth of new filiations. Castration, on the other hand, is the means to prevent such power politics through sex. Thus, he polemizes against the popular view of viewing all things in terms of ἀφροδισιάζειν. Thus he says: ἀνὴρ | γυναικὶ μισγόνα ἀφροδισιάζειν λέγεται κατὰ | φάτιν· τῶν γάρ νῦν ἐόντων μικροτέρων ἀλλὰ [ή] λοίς | Ἀφροδίτη ὕσσαμόθη· (“A man mingling is said by common diction to ‘aphrodize’. For this reason, since the things are mixed with one another, it was called Aphrodite”, col. XXI 7–10). Moreover, cosmological development is narrated in terms of Love and Strife. Thus in myth, progress and succession occur by means of violent overthrows, murder, and exile. Philosophers and intellectuals soon regarded these traditional stories as scandals. One way to explain them away was the invention of allegory. However, our Derveni author is not only a simple allegorist, but aside from his target-discourse of contemporary natural science as φύσις, at the same time he is strongly embedded in the Orphic system himself. Thus, he resorts to a very specific set of hermeneutical tools, namely, allegoresis, pareetrology and philological interpretation on the micro-level, as well as fragmentation via decontextualization paired with his own riddling strategies. By these means of distorting, twisting and changing sense, he introduces a radical Umwertung of values and meanings. What our author exactly intends with such enigmatic utterances often remains open. Therefore, the Derveni Papyrus is not a clear-cut and lucid commentary in terms of Presocratic natural science. Rather, by means of abstruse remarks, some light is shed on the basic mechanisms of φύσις in terms of the author’s Orphic ideas.

Thus, the Derveni author conveys the central Orphic idea of cyclicity by systematically downplaying the violent succession of mighty divine rulers. Zeus is the real ἀρχή from the very beginning, as he dominates the world. By means of an in medias res order and ring composition, the importance of Zeus, the guarantor of this κόσμος, is mirrored on the level of composition and poetic structure. Therefore, the Olympian ruler is paradoxically identical to all of the former personifications in the process of evolution. Moreover, the author is keen to eradicate the notorious stories of sexual affairs. The last column (XXVI) is a good example of the latter tendency, since he deconstructs Orpheus’ version of the story of the incest between Zeus and Rhea/Demeter from which Persephone, Dionysus’ mother, is born.

If Zeus encompasses all gods, we assume that he has also had his mother inside of him. Therefore, sexual generation is impossible, and mother is just another metaphor for Mind. The author then bases his argument on the mi-

---

cro-linguistic level by playing with the ambiguities of sound. In doing so, he comes very close to the practice of early Alexandrinian philology and its hypomnema exegesis. By overlapping the genitive of the feminine adjective of ἐύς with the feminine possessive pronoun of ἑός, the inventive, intellectual commentator claims that Zeus’ new creation does not come from ‘his own’ (ἐὰς) mother, but from his ‘good’ (ἐὰς instead of ἐῃς) mother. The adjective ἐύς is not, of course, identical to the possessive pronoun ἑός. However, such an erroneous confusion was quite frequent in grammarians. The Mother is good and, of course, Zeus does not mingle with his mother in love, but with Mind – it is identical with the good Mind, the mother of all.

The entire linguistic argument seems to be born in Homeric philology, and therefore he will resort to canonical Homeric examples as well. Thus he cites the formula “Hermes, the giver of goods”, δῶτορ ἐάων, in Od. 8.335 and the famous passage of the two urns in Il. 24.527–528: δοιοὶ γὰρ τε πίθοι κατακήαται ἐν Διὸς οὐδεὶ / δώρων, οἷα διδοῦσι, κακῶς, ἑτερος δὲ τ’ ἐάων (“for two urns are placed down on Zeus’ floor – of gifts such as they give: of evils, and the other one of goods (ἐάων)”). Besides the linguistic sophistry, the reference to Hermes and to these specific passages might not be accidental. As ψυχοπομπός, Hermes is linked to Hades and the passage into the underworld where all goods are waiting if you behave as is ritually and intellectually proper. What is harmful has to be changed into good.

Furthermore, the first quotation is derived from Demodokos’ song of Ares and Aphrodite (Od. 8.266–366). The burlesque story is not proof of a new and younger spirit of the time, and thus a later addition or digression, but rather is rooted in very old traditions and is perfectly integrated into the text by reflecting the entire Odyssey in a sort of a mise en abyme, as I argue elsewhere. The grotesque and comic divine narration can already be found in Hittite texts that, as is well known, had a strong influence on the Homeric tradition. The Homeric scene is located at the Phaeacian court, a sort of otherworld associated with Hades. Negative traits merge with features like love, luxury, feast, poetry and chorality.

---

5 Interestingly, the citation reads Ἑρμῆ Μαιάδος υἱὲ διάκτορε δῶτορ ἐάων, whereas the transmitted text has Ἐρμεία Διὸς υἱὲ διάκτορε δῶτορ ἐάων. Only here, in Od. 8.325, and in the passage of Il. 24.528 do we have the variant with spiritus asper δῶτορ ἐάων. See Hainsworth (1988: 369 ad Od. 8.325).
6 See also Brügger (2009: 189 ad loc.).
8 Cf. Burkert (1960: 133 with n. 5; 1982).
The story of the clandestine love affair notionally returns to an oral pre-stage of the monumental epic performed in the regulated, recitative form of Homer. Embedded as a further recessed pre-stage, in the first and third song of Demodokos, this song accompanied by a mute chorus of dancers represents, according to Greg Nagy, a pure lyric hymnos without the pars epica after the transitional formula, as represented in the later Homeric Hymns. In addition, the contents deal with Aphrodite and love, just as in the Derveni text at this point. To some extent, the song of Ares and Aphrodite seems to integrate Orphic and pre-Homeric traditions that refer to cosmic love and circularity. Moreover, Ares and Aphrodite are not only deactivated by Hephaistos’ chains, but also their love finds its concrete expression in absolute union; the concatenated bodies of the lovers could be imagined in form of a ball. By the intervention of Poseidon, the bond is dissolved again and both gods, the personification of love and war, can walk away in freedom. Thus, it is conceivable that there have been attempts in ancient scholarship to link the song with Empedocles. This Presocratic philosopher who introduces Philotes and Neikos as the principles of cosmic developments has been frequently associated with Orphic ideas. Strife dissolves the total union of Love, symbolized in the ball or σφαῖρα, until we return again to the maximum state of Philotes after one turn of the great cycle. In the same way, the loosening of the fetters dissolves the total union of a cosmic bond and helps Aphrodite once more to begin a new affair on the basis of deceit and guile that lead to quarrel, strife and war.

Thus, the citation from the song of Ares and Aphrodite (Od. 8.266–366) could be read as an allusion to a higher form of Orphic Love, and the following choral dance (Od. 8.370–381) with a ball (σφαῖρα) (Od. 8.372) might reflect this background as well. In addition, in the Homeric hymnic narration, Hermes plays the role of the keen and lustful lover (Od. 8.323–342). When the phallic trickster god who disrupts and transcends all boundaries, but who as ἐπιτέρμιος also watches over boundaries, and as κάτοχος can bind evil-doers by keeping them beneath the earth via magical spells, is asked whether he would not love to lie, even in chains, with golden Aphrodite...
in bed (Od. 8.335–337), his answer is more than affirmative. Even if three times as many or innumerable chains were to hold him, and all of gods and goddesses were to watch them who now stay away out of shame, he would love to do so (Od. 8.338–342). Hermes might be addressed as δῶτορ ἐάων because, in a way, he functions as a primordial personification of male love.

The second Homeric citation is found in the famous scene where Priam visits his archenemy Achilles in his tent. The whole design of the story has been associated with a katabasis. In Alberto Bernabé’s circle, his pupil Miguel Herrero de Jáuregui has recently explored all the resonances with Orphic gold-leaves and death experience in a systematic way. Of course, it is Hermes again who as ψυχοπομπός has to lead him into Achilles’ tent, a journey into a sort of otherworld and death. In the famous supplication scene, both are at first united in lament about the death of their loved ones (Il. 24.468–512). At last, Achilles takes pity on Priam (Il. 24.513–516). Thus, in his following consolation speech, Achilles uses the famous example of the two jars (Il. 24.525–533) and, in analogy, applies it to the destiny of Peleus (Il. 24.534–542) and Priam (Il. 24.543–548). The image of the πίθοι filled with different qualities on Zeus’ floor shows that Zeus epitomizes and encompasses everything, including all binary opposites, even good and evil. This concept again suits the situation of the chthonic Hades and Orphic doctrine, since moral behavior is decisive for whether the δεινά of Hades can turn out well, or whether death can be reverted to life.

Reading Orpheus as well as Homer, therefore, is like a profound associative technique similar to the understanding of an oracle. The Derveni author tries to decipher σημεῖα, textual signs. Yet he does not make everything clear but only gives hints, riddling himself. In this respect, he is similar to Heraclitus, who says in regard to the Delphic oracle: Ὁ ἄναξ, οὗ τὸ μαντεῖόν ἐστι τὸ ἐν Δελφοῖς, οὗτε λέγει οὗτε κρύπτει ἀλλὰ σημαίνει (fr. 93 DK). Cryptic and enigmatic language in the manner of an exegesis of dreams and oracles is exactly the strategy of our anonymous, extraordinary practitioner to involve the recipient and produce deeper insight. Even the two Homeric citations that on the surface just seem to have the function of providing evidence for a specific linguistic use refer to a deeper meaning: they are linked to the entire ideological system, namely, Orphic ideas of katabasis, the alternation of Love and Strife, life and death, and the paradoxical interaction between them in a physis as expression of perfect, cosmic harmony.

15 Herrero de Jáuregui (2011). On occasional “catabatic readings”, see the extensive reference to literature ibid. n. 1; and the new commentary by Brügger (2009: 121 ad Il. 24.328).